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WINTER PULSE POINTS 
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https://thealternativeboard.co.nz/

The Pulse Check monitors how our members and associates
are managing through the pandemic and our challenging
times, asking how they are, what support they need, their
views on current conditions, their confidence and the
opportunities ahead. The Autumn Pulse Check surveyed 271
of our members and associates between July 26 - August 1
with a confidence level of 90% and a 5% margin of error.

The Alternative Board supports small to medium size
businesses and their owners, our members, through
advisory boards consisting of other local business
owners, expert one-on-one coaching, a suite of business
planning tools and business mentoring. 

We're going to have to put our prices up -
that's the overwhelming verdict from small
business owners faced with rising input
prices, employment issues and falling sales.

Exhaustion is starting to set in with the
majority of business owners saying they
need a complete break.

Government policy, particularly related to
immigration and skills is causing the most
stress for business owners who say they are
not being listened to - or heard.



Summary
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"We're going to have to put the prices up" - that's the message from more
than half the small business owners in this Winter Pulse Check. Pressures
from rising input prices, port and shipping delays, rising wages and a
shortage of skilled labour have combined, leaving business owners
increasingly exhausted and frustrated. 

While many remain confident and their businesses are doing well -nearly
90% say they are either managing the challenges or seeing growth  -
there has been a marked rise in those reporting anxiety, stress and
disturbed sleep as stressors increase. Top three things reducing
confidence are government policies, the skills shortage and a slow
COVID19 vaccine rollout while the main confidence boosters include any
potential for the skills shortage to ease, New Zealand opening its borders
and the next phase of the COVID19 vaccine rollout. Frustrations with
Government centre on immigration policy, the skills shortage and a
growing sentiment that small businesses are being ignored.

Working capital is showing signs of stress with an increase in the number
of businesses facing late payments and defaults.



Industries
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The Alternative Board members and associates are representative of the small-to-
medium sector in New Zealand, with the majority in the 'classic small business'
category, employing between 2 - 19 people, the size often referred to as the 'heart
of the Kiwi economy'. Sector breakdown for the Winter Pulse Check is shown here.
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Just about ok - no room for
lockdowns though
48%

Not so good - thought things
might be looking better

43%

I've no confidence - thinking of
shutting up shop
1%
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WE'RE DEEP INTO WINTER - HOW
CONFIDENT ARE YOU FEELING ABOUT
YOUR BUSINESS? Excellent - we've seen good

growth in 2021

8%



...reduce your level of
confidence in the future?
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...improve your level of
confidence in the future?

Government
policy

Slow COVID 
 vaccine rollout

Skills
shortage Borders open COVID19

vaccine rollout
Skills shortage
easing

TOP THREE THINGS THAT...

Choices were...

Slow vaccine rol lout - Government Pol icy - Mainstream media stor ies - Ski l ls  shortage - Borders open - Borders c losed  - COVID19 vaccine rol lout



Which policies cause your
confidence to rise or fall?
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Immigration policies are causing skills shortages
and real problems for migrants and their
families. New sick leave and increased minimum
wage pushing up labour costs.

Major reforms like Three Waters, District Health
Board reforms being imposed yet policies
campaigned on - child poverty, housing, mental
health initiatives - seeing no improvements.

Government support
packages have been
invaluable

Elimination of COVID

Don't appear to understand how small businesses
operate - policies consistently increase base
costs at a time when trading conditions are
extremely challenging.

Everything done so far -
been strict and straight

Business owners were asked to provide comment on
government policies if they wished and 70% of all
respondents chose to do so. The majority indicated
policies were causing their confidence to fall, with
pulses quickening over immigration, lack of consultation
and an apparent lack of understanding regarding
business needs in challenging times.



I'm ok - I'm managing the challenges 

As a business owner
how are you doing?
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Awesome - loving every day 

I'm anxious, uncertain and sleep is 
disrupted

I'm ok but I do need support

66%

7%

15%

12%
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EMPLOYMENT
ISSUES

PORT AND SUPPLY
PROBLEMS

LACK OF
SALES

OVERWHELMED - 9%

CASH
MANAGEMENT

MAIN STRESSORS FOR BUSINESS OWNERS

NOT STRESSED AT ALL - COPING JUST FINE - 19%

1 2 3 4

ESCALATING
INPUT COSTS

5



TOP FIVE WAYS BUSINESSES ARE CHANGING

WE USE TECH MORE
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WE'VE TAKEN PEOPLE ON WE'VE REDUCED COSTSINCREASED WAGES

WE'RE GOING TO HAVE TO RAISE OUR PRICES

59%



They're ok and sustainable

Enough for the moment but may not last

Hand to mouth - we're in survival mode

How are sales going? Do you have
enough customers or orders?
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27%

10%

3%

We've so much new business it is hard
to manage

13%

We've orders and customers for the
next twelve months

42%

We could sell more but can't get
supplies

4%



It's all been fine

We've had more late payers and
defaults

We've had worsening difficulties

How are things with your
working capital?
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47%

21%

2%

Inward supply chain is disrupted 8%

Struggling to pay creditors 6%

Input prices are rising 15%

Exports are a headache 1%



No change for us

The Australian travel
bubble has opened and
closed several times -
what does this mean for
your business?
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It's increased uncertainty

If it keeps us out of lockdown
so be it

We made the most of it while it
was open

53%

25%

13%

2%

A pain - we've lost opportunities 7%



No - It's all been fine

Yes - it has affected our inventory

Yes - our supply chain has 
slowed to a crawl

Port and shipping disruptions in NZ and overseas have caused
import and export headaches for many. Have you had any problems?
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26%

12%

27%

Yes - increased freight prices are
crippling

3%Yes - we can't get our exports
away

We don't import or export 26%

6%



A challenge but we are ready to adapt - 39%Looking ahead
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HOW'S THE FUTURE LOOKING 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS?

Bright - we have plans and ideas to take us
forward - 40%

Just taking one day at at time - 20%

Grim - we're nearing the end of the road - 1%



WHAT WOULD HELP YOU DURING 2021?

A COMPLETE BREAK FOR 
AT LEAST TWO WEEKS

REGULAR CHATS WITH
BUSINESS OWNERS LIKE ME

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
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30%

13%

12%

SPECIALIST ADVICE

GLOBAL ACCESS TO
SKILLED WORKERS

SOMETHING ELSE

18%

20%

7%



The Alternative Board supports small to
medium size businesses and their owners
through advisory boards consisting of other
local business owners, expert one-on-one
coaching, a suite of business planning tools
and business mentoring.

https://thealternativeboard.co.nz/


